Actress Lucy Liu Welcomes
Celebrity Baby, Son Rockwell
Lloyd Liu

By Katie Gray
Lucy Liu has been woo-ed! The actress has welcomed a celebrity
baby, her son Lloyd Liu into the world. This celebrity
child was welcomed via gestational carrier. According to
People.com, Liu’s rep confirmed that Mom and baby are healthy
and happy. The proud celeb shared a photo of her son via
social media on Thursday with the caption, “Introduction a new
little man in my life, my son Rockwell Lloyd Liu. In love!”
Congrats to the happy new mom.

This celebrity baby was welcomed
via gestational carrier. What are
some ways to decide how to have
your child?
Cupid’s Advice:
There’s more than one way to have a child, and the decision is
important. Cupid has some love advice:
1. Health: First and foremost, you should consult with your
doctor to determine that you are healthy and are able to
maintain a healthy pregnancy. If there are some problems, the
doctor will be able to help you solve them. Deciding the
details of your pregnancy should also involve contacting your
doctor during pregnancy to make sure the baby is healthy
during each stage.
Related Link: Kris Jenner Reacts to Kim Kardashian’s Celebrity
Baby News
2. Lifestyle: Some people opt to have their child through a
surrogate for multiple different reasons, while others prefer
a homebirth and some people choose to adopt. A large factor is
definitely the lifestyle you and your partner maintain. This
includes your work schedule, family life, availability,
health, etc. Any option that includes adding a member to your
family is a wonderful expansion! The rest is all just details.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Keira Knightley Welcomes
First Child with Husband James Righton
3. Timing: People going through pregnancy have the option of
waiting for their water to break before they go into labor,
others choose to pick a day to be induced. Preference is up to
the woman whom is pregnant. Your time availability, schedule

and many other factors must be taken into consideration. At
the end of the day, it’s up to you to decide!
How have you or a loved one decided how to have your child?
Share your stories with us below.

